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About This Game

Sentience: The Android's Tale is a choice-based narrative adventure game from the creator of The Deed series and the Space
Pilgrim saga.

Play through a complex narrative which is influenced by your decisions. Freedom of choice does not come without
consequence, for humans or robots. Will you be an obedient servant or plant the seeds of chaos?

Interact with the forgotten pioneers, the twenty-four colonists stationed on the borderworld of Akritas. Get to know their
various stories and backgrounds, obey their commands and earn their trust (or not, as the case may be).

See the world through the eyes of an android and encounter relevant questions about the future of artificial intelligence.

At least a dozen possible endings. Every major character may survive or perish during the game as a result of your
choices and actions.

Uncover the mysteries of this desert planet on the edge of space and learn the true nature of your mission, all while
reliving the days of good old-fashioned point-and-click adventure games.

Features mouse, keyboard and controller support.
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sentience the android's tale. sentience the android's tale – darksiders. sentience the android's tale walkthrough

Not terrible, but overall just meh. The visual style was alright, though the "camera" tended to jump and wander around a lot
(really annoying after each death...). The puzzles and traps tended not to be very fun. You just died and died until you figured it
out, but you don't learn anything from any of it. Besides a few very subtle visual cues (but only some of the time), there's no way
to avoid the next trap but sheer dumb luck. The platforming was a little lacking, as well, I tended to get hung up on corners and
walls, and it was really hard to tell what was or was not going to be a platform or obstacle. Finally, I found the swinging
platforms really annoying, and one time I got stuck to one of them (!) so that when I moved it moved me+platform in whatever
direction (I couldn't jump off and couldn't die and just had to restart the level).

The best way to sum it up is that I missed two of the "friends" on my first playthrough and I don't find the gameplay compelling
enough to try to find them.. hard to master, but good game in general :). Looks good on paper but minimal effort was spent to
make this special.. Is enough to be on par with Zuma's Revenge to be the best Marble Shooter on Steam.

+ Though you don't see it, a simple story is there to accompany the game.
+ The gameplay is really addictive.
+ Though still very easy, a hard mode can be played to challenge skilled gamers.

Give it a go if you like Marble Shooters, or have a fair amount of money to spare.. Do you like 20+ hours of grinding with little
story? That is what you will get buying this game. The inital start is kinda cool but, some things don't make sense like you pick
your 4 main characters with a character that isn't really you.

Pros:
- Music is okay
- Humorous dialouge

Cons:
- Lacking Storyline
- Grinding
- Did not put effort into world design. Definitly recommend this game, fun and pretty scary considering i played it, but this is
my opinion if you want to see the way the gameplay looks
check this link out!
link:https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=V00wpHVvJWQ&list=UUNr-8iJMUzsCjJKpR2hsf4w. Looks wery good.:) the
weather effects was great specaly live weather.

the reson i buyed it was of the multiplayer.

Warning! , there is no multiplayer. you can share a plane ' kinda.' . buggy as hell. thats all.

Airports are Dead. ai traffic is just not present \\ working. some planes (max 10 i think) is flying around making annoying radio
chatter. but no activity on any airports.

so i kinda got scammed. the tutorial was longer than 2 h whit al the setups etc . so i cant file for refund.

i think thats why they not setup any keys as defult so we use longer than 2 h before we test the game. oooo
 shame on me.. flight simulator x , that old game is still better in all aspects exept grafics. Insanely good character with horrific,
gorey brutalities.

I just wish the developers didn't overcharge their DLC. \u00a34 for a single character
is\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665poor when there are so many great full games out there worth less.
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Simply put, this game just is not fun.

In fact, the whole thing is incredibly boring.

It isnt fun, it isnt scary, and the message it gives off at the end comes out of nowhere and just feels like there was no need for
something like that to happen.

Without going into spoilers, I will explain my reasoning behind these complaints.

1)Not Fun

The game itself purposely controls badly to give a feel of truly being under water, however, when you have a stupid AI partner
to protect who cares not for their own well being, and you have to fight off a group of evil fat fish with a gun you need to aim, it
certainly doesnt help when they swarm around the AI and just continue to do circles at a high velocity

2) Its Boring

The game is unironically 90% Following the AI while it sits on a rock for 5 seconds, after you shoot a bunch of fish with poor
controls. The most interesting thing in the game is the conversation between the characters, but that is all ruined in the end as
well. Lastly, you get two types of attacks, a flare and a spear, niether of which feel satisfying to use

3) It's not scary

In a world where apperently come giant meteor fell to earth and mutated a bunch of fish, the fish just look like fat fish, and
regular fish at that. Not even like any of the real creepy\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665you see in the mariannas
trench. The most terrifiying part in a game is a part where the game just tells you that you might be followed. Of course you
arent actually, and nothing happens for this entire 10 minute segment, but thats beside the point.

Nothing happened, and somehow it was the most frightening part of the game.

Its worth a playthrough I suppose, but for 30 bux I expect to be doing more than following bad AI and hating the combat.. With
the ost and wallpapers in my opinion this is worth 10 bucks and is still a great donation if you think its not enough for just those.

I love this soundtrack as it includes about everything except for footsteps. It's music is amazing with the sound in them, i went
through some that just wanted to make me dance, and i can't say much but about the wallpapers, oh yes the wallpapers have like
i think 13. There are a great collection of them.

It's a must buy if your a huge shojs fan.. Sweven is what happens is when your animations are poor, your assets are buggy, and
you don't even have enough budget to add colour to your game.
Between a sheer lack of content, inconsistent controls and the occasional lack of proofreading, the only memorable aspect of
Sweven is how all its jolly bugs manage to occupy a whole 3.7 GB of hard disk space.. Well that was intense. Just finished my
first game, 23 minutes of action has left me drenched in sweat and with a big grin on my face. Slow to start but by wave 16 I
was constantly ducking and weaving while lobbing my shield like a maniac and laughing
my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665off. I refunded holopoint as the constant spinning made me feel sick but the enemies
seem to stick to one direction when it gets intense which I think helps. If you have a vive, buy this now.. When you think of
parkour games, you probably think of mirror's edge, a game based on speed of completion. This game, is way more foccused on
precision: you characther require's room to jump, change direction, he has some weight to him. I appreciate that, a lot. At the
beggining it feels kinda jenky, but is pretty tight, which is my jam.
  What's also my jam is that while the controls are really simple, the combination of what you do and the way you do it gets
really complex. You gotta calculate well when to jump, memorize and apply the timming of your punchs and kicks, and again,
after a while, it's second nature.
  And the combat is really cool. Imagine if the first double dragon was more slow and thoughtfull. It's really fun testing stun
timmings, moves' range and dash speed to make killer combos.
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  But it's no all a love affair: the open world of this game is confusing, with lots of buildings that look the same you get easily
lost; which is odd, the shapes of the buildings are what tells you what parkour habilities you can use, colours don't affect
it:buildings could have different windows, colours and posters to differenciate then. Also, considering that there's a some
impossible space going on(or so does it feel), it's weird that the world can't be a straigth line with one or two valleys.

  And the killing flaw is really problematic: the doors that leads to the chambers (challenge levels required to beat the game)
some times simply don't open. Is it a bug? I thought it was either a previous chamber that I didn't complete or a npc I've missed,
but one the doors, just one, told me I haven't complete the previous chamber; why didn't that message popped in the other
doors?

  I really liked what I've played so far, but to continue is a risk: either I find out what was wrong with the doors and keep having
fun, or I don't, and get increasilying frustated, and start to hate this "to be game" that I've loved. So, if you like the concept and
have the money, try out a small simple idea for two hours and then leave it, thinking "that was a good while it lasted, gonna keep
an eye out for this developer's next game".
  Which is what I'm doing.. They only had a locomotion option at first but with the newly added teleportation option this game is
very much playable and I recommend it to anyone who wants to play an interesting VR escape room type game.

Version 1.3:

 This update should resolve any remaining issues with achievements (such as the dreaded 'type undefined' error). The
game will also be fully playable offline now, so the separate offline version is no longer necessary.

 Added an 'always dash' option to the menu for those who prefer their android to be more sprightly.

 Fixed a potential bug when selecting your companion during the conversation with Sylar.

 Fixed a glitch where it was possible to walk onto the roof of the hangar at Alpha Station.

 Hopefully fixed a rare bug with a duplicate Hurley during the "Obstruction" mission.

. Mac OS Support! Space Pilgrim Academy: Year 2 Soon on Steam:
Mac OS Support!

"In the end, we just may have created the species that is above us." - Steve Wozniak

Sentience: The Android's Tale is now available for Mac OS X! This has been a long time coming, but I wanted to make sure
that the release would be stable and with full functionality, including Steam achievements.

Mac users, please let us know if you experience any problems. If all goes well, we will also go ahead and add Mac support to our
other recent titles (Crown Champion: Legends of the Arena, Space Pilgrim Academy Year 1).

Space Pilgrim Academy Year 2 soon on Steam!
http://store.steampowered.com/app/831120/Space_Pilgrim_Academy_Year_2/. Version 1.1:

 Updated the method for pre-loading images to prevent a rare crash when loading large exteriors. This should also reduce
loading screens during the game.

 Fixed a path-finding bug with one of the empty mine carts in the cavern.

 Rocket gives you a bit more helpful guidance on where to find the governor in the beginning.
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 Fixed a small bug in Carter's mission on Day 1.

 Fixed some errors in Ketty's and Walden's dialogue and a couple of typos.

We're aware that the game is currently producing false positives with a few anti-virus programs. This is caused by the plug-in
which we're using to enable Steam achievements. For now, you could try adding the game's nw.exe to the list of exceptions in
your anti-virus program.. 80% off For Limited Time:
Sentience: The Android's Tale is 80% off for limited time..  Sentience: The Android's Tale at up to 80% off:
Grab Sentience: The Android's Tale at up to 80% off (depending on the region)

Pilgrim Adventures Complete Bundle (11 Games) is available at an additional 50% off as well!
https://store.steampowered.com/bundle/736/Pilgrim_Adventures_Complete/
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